Sovereign Hill discovery tour map:
EXHIBIT 1
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Chinese Protector’s
Office
Golden Point Road
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EXHIBIT 2
Gold Panning Creek
Red Hill Gully Diggings
EXHIBIT 3
Pig Pen
Golden Point Chinese
Camp
EXHIBIT 4
John Alloo’s Chinese
Restaurant
Main Street

CHINESE PEOPLE ON THE GOLDFIELDS TOUR

Enrich your class’ experience of the Chinese People on the
Goldfields education session by exploring these museum exhibits
and questions during your visit. These exhibits can be explored (in
order) either before or after your education session.
In Chinese People on the Goldfields, students explore aspects of 19th
century Chinese experiences and discuss the discrimination faced by the
Chinese people who came to Victoria.
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Sovereign Hill is a living museum featuring re-created gold rush buildings,
streetscapes, technologies and fashions in addition to original 19th
century artefacts. Every exhibit in this museum has been carefully
researched to ensure Ballarat’s famous gold rush is represented as
accurately as possible.
This is a Victorian Curriculum-aligned teaching and learning
resource designed by the Sovereign Hill Museums Association’s
Education Officers.

1 CHINESE PROTECTORS OFFICE

2 GOLD PANNING CREEK

3 PIG PEN

4 JOHN ALLOO’S CHINESE RESTAURANT

By the mid-19th century people from (civil-wartorn) southern China were determined to join
Australia’s gold rushes. A small number of Chinese
people were working on farms in Victoria prior to
1851, but by 1857 hundreds of Chinese migrants
were arriving in Ballarat every day. Most walked
from Robe in South Australia to Ballarat (a 500km
journey) to avoid the Poll Tax (10 Pounds) that only
Chinese arrivals in Victoria’s ports had to pay. The
Colony of Victoria appointed a Chinese Protector
to manage this community and to ensure they
weren’t mistreated by the European-dominant
community. This service cost the Chinese more
money, and some did not think the Chinese
Protector’s work was worth paying for. This office
is where new Chinese miners came when they
arrived on the goldfields to be allocated a place to
live and be directed to the Government Camp to
buy a Miners Right”.

Migrants to 1850’s Victoria came well-prepared to
survive on the goldfields by bringing seeds,
seedlings and small animals that could start
producing food fast. Native foods went extinct
locally very quickly due to hungry miners as
searching for gold required a lot of energy.
Chinese migrants came particularly well prepared
to feed themselves because back at home most
had been farmers. They grew fruit, vegetables and
medicinal herbs that fed their community and the
excess could be sold to Europeans. A butcher’s
shamble can be found near the pig pen, but here
mutton (old sheep), not pork, is on sale. Old sheep
were cheap because of the wool farming
happening around Victoria’s goldfields. Many
European miners ate mutton with damper for
breakfast, lunch and dinner, while the Chinese ate
a wider and healthier range of foods to fuel their
mining work.

While many people rushed to the goldfields to dig for
their fortune, others realised that more reliable
incomes could be made by supplying what miners
needed to survive. One such entrepreneur was John
Alloo (originally Chin Thum Lok) who in 1854 opened
the first documented Chinese restaurant. Despite its
name, it mostly sold European food including plum
puddings, jam tarts and roasted and boiled joints. In
1856 he married a Christian woman named Margaret
Peacock from Scotland. John Alloo became a leading
figure in the local community and was appointed as
an interpreter for the first Chinese Protector. He later
moved to Otago in New Zealand, where he worked as
an interpreter and became the first Chinese police
officer on another goldfield! This building has been
recreated at Sovereign Hill based on a sketch of his
restaurant by famous gold rush artist Samuel Thomas
Gill.

Questions to explore:

Do you think this restaurant made a lot of money?

Chinese Protector but no German Protector,

In Ballarat’s gold rush, many people became rich
from panning in creeks or digging shallow
mineshafts. By the 1860s, much of this easy-to-find
Alluvial gold was gone. Most Chinese miners were
involved in the early gold rush, and worked in small
teams and shared whatever gold they found. Some
historians have argued that Chinese mineshafts
were round, while Europeans dug square holes, but
we now know that both cultures did both. Chinese
miners often reworked abandoned European mines
and tailings (piles of waste dirt extracted from a
mine) and were successful in finding gold, angering
Europeans who regretted not sifting their “paydirt”
more thoroughly. This amongst other reasons,
caused tension on Victoria’s goldfields, which on
the Buckland Valley Diggings in North Eastern
Victoria led to a conflict in which Chinese miners
were attacked and some were killed. By the time
the deep quartz mining began, many Chinese
miners had already returned to their homelands or
had become market gardeners. A handful of
Chinese miners followed other rushes in NSW and
QLD.

Irish Protector or Italian Protector?

Question to explore:

What food have you seen growing/living

People from all over the world were on Victoria’s

Why do you think most Chinese miners were

around the museum?

goldfields, but the Chinese were possibly singled

not intending to stay in Ballarat?

There

out by the British authorities due to being different

Many Chinese people only planned to spend a few

historically-accurate seasonal vegetables, fruit

to them in terms of language, culture and religion.

years in Australia before returning home. The

and nut trees, and paddocks containing turkeys,

Unfortunately, difference often breeds fear. Today

majority of Chinese male gold seekers that came to

chickens, goats and sheep.

this treatment of Chinese people on the goldfields

the goldrushes had left families behind, and were

would be called racist, this is a 20th Century term.

here trying to find gold to enable them to send

When the pig pen is cleaned out, what do you

money back home. Some Chinese miners returned

think their manure is used for?

How long would it take you to walk 500kms?

back to China, others followed other Australian

Fertilising the vegetable gardens nearby of course!

It took Ballarat’s Chinese miners about 3 weeks.

goldrushes, some stayed and contributed to the

goldfields.

economy where a few took to deep lead mining.

butchers and blacksmiths often made more money

Questions to explore:
Why do you think gold rush Ballarat had a

Food was largely imported and very expensive
if bought from a shop during the gold rush.

are

many

vegetable

plots

growing

Questions to explore:
Why/why not?
While not the fanciest of buildings, its Main Street
location meant this restaurant did well.
Why did Alloo invest in an expensive gas lantern
for the front of his restaurant?
To help dinner guests find his restaurant in the dark!
What kind of business would you open on the
goldfields if you wanted to get rich without getting
your hands dirty through mining?
There were many opportunities to make money on the
Storekeepers,

than their miner customers.

bakers,

tent

makers,

